
Mediocrity is Destroying America 

How we can start saving American industries, churches and schools 
 

NEW CASTLE, Del. – As all of the U.S. watches Detroit crumble we are left wondering “who is 
next?”. Detroit exemplifies the rapidly deteriorating education system; the almost complete 
collapse of many American industries; and the glaring shortcomings of our government. How 
can this level of collapse be prevented? And what can we do as individuals to bring our 
hometowns and country as a whole back to their former glory?  
 
New book, Excellence Killed the Church: How Mediocrity is Destroying America, delves into 
these issues and many more. Based on years of research, Dr. Shawn Greener, has pieced 
together this short book to open people’s eyes to the real problems facing the U.S. today. 
 
With Dr. Greener’s controversial and bold approach to these issues he not only wants to make 
people aware of the problems at hand, but hopes it will incite them to action.  
 
“These days we are constantly suffocated and prevented from progress by an extreme level of 
political correctness and support for mediocrity.” Says greener, “Our government is afraid to 
make real change for fear of losing support in the future; our churches rely on gimmicks rather 
than scripture to increase attendance; and our education system makes classes easier so more 
students can pass. I hope this book makes you angry; angry enough to do something about it!”  
 
Excellence Killed the Church: How Mediocrity is Destroying America 
By: Dr. Shawn Greener 
ISBN: 978-1-47722-865-4 
Retail price: $23.99 
For more information please visit www.drshawngreener.com 
 
About the author 
Dr. Shawn Greener holds a Master’s and Doctorate in Theology and is a doctoral candidate in 
Biblical Leadership at the Master’s International School of Divinity. He was inspired by years of 
personal research into the subject matter of this book and has since become an acclaimed 
speaker and life coach advising churches, celebrities and dignitaries in their quest to achieve 
true excellence in a purpose filled life. 
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